We describe the history and features of the Ladder of Life Detection, a tool intended to guide the design of investigations to detect microbial life within the practical constraints of robotic space missions. To build the Ladder, we have drawn from lessons learned from previous attempts at detecting life and derived criteria for a measurement (or suite of measurements) to constitute convincing evidence for indigenous life. We summarize features of life as we know it, how specific they are to life, and how they can be measured, and sort these features in a general sense based on their likelihood of indicating life. Because indigenous life is the hypothesis of last resort in interpreting life-detection measurements, we propose a small but expandable set of decision rules determining whether the abiotic hypothesis is disproved. In light of these rules, we evaluate past and upcoming attempts at life detection. The Ladder of Life Detection is not intended to endorse specific biosignatures or instruments for life-detection measurements, and is by no means a definitive, final product. It is intended as a starting point to stimulate discussion, debate, and further research on the characteristics of life, what constitutes a biosignature, and the means to measure them.
Introduction
L ife detection encompasses all measurements seeking to find life, including searching for biosignatures and establishing context. Biosignature measurements directly seek features characteristic of life (such as complex organic matter not known to be formed through only chemical reactions, or concentrations of biologically necessary or useful elements) as evidence of ongoing or past biological processes. Establishing context encompasses the measurements seeking to determine the properties and processes (such as habitability or competing abiotic mechanisms) inherent both to the environment investigated and to the environments through which the sample provenance can be traced.
Plans to detect life beyond Earth materialized soon after the dawn of the space age (Lederberg, 1960; Dick, 2006) . Soon after launching the first interplanetary missions, NASA formulated what would become the Viking missions to land on Mars with life-detection experiments (Ezell and Ezell, 1984; Dick, 2006) . The Viking landers reached the surface of Mars in 1976 and performed a suite of carefully designed and tested experiments seeking signs of active metabolism in martian regolith samples. If taken independently, some of the measurements made during the experiments performed by Viking could be interpreted as demonstrating the presence of metabolic activity. However, taken together with a null result on a chemical measurement of life's organic building blocks, they cannot exclude the conclusion that life was absent in the Viking samples (Klein, 1978) . These Viking mission experiments remain the only direct, in situ attempt to date at detecting life on another world. 1 Since the 1970s, our knowledge of life on Earth has considerably improved due to advances in biological analysis (Woese et al., 1990; Hug et al., 2016) , searches for the oldest evidence of life (e.g., Schopf, 1993; Mojzsis et al., 1996; Dodd et al., 2017) , and serendipity (e.g., discovering thriving ecosystems based on chemolithotrophy at the dark seafloor; Corliss et al., 1979) . In 1996, McKay et al. presented multiple lines of evidence for fossil life in the martian meteorite ALH84001. This claim was much debated (Martel et al., 2012, and references therein) , and the scientific consensus today is that the ALH84001 meteorite does not demonstrate the presence of life on Mars. However, the announcement and subsequent debate over the interpretations by McKay et al. would spur interdisciplinary efforts to bridge communities seeking to understand the emergence, workings, and extremes of life on Earth and those looking for habitats in and beyond our solar system (Dick, 2006) .
The understanding of biology and planets has progressed to the point where life-detection missions are once again a high priority. The top-priority flagship Solar System mission for this decade (the Mars 2020 rover mission, now in development) is designed to gather compelling samples of Mars that could be returned to Earth by a future mission to allow scientists, using the latest laboratory equipment, to search for evidence of extinct or even extant life in these samples (National Research Council, 2011) . Moreover, the United States Congress has directed NASA to ''create an Ocean World Exploration Program whose primary goal is to discover extant life on another world'' (H. Rept. 114-130, 2015) . This resulted in the formulation of a Europa lander mission concept whose primary goal would be to search for signs of life (Hand et al., 2017) . Space telescopes being built will seek nearby habitable planets and possible spectroscopic fingerprints of life in exoplanet atmospheres (National Research Council, 2010) , with life detection by direct imaging awaiting larger assets currently at the planning stage (Meadows et al., 2016) .
In these searches, it is crucial that we apply lessons learned from past efforts to detect life, whether remotely, in the field (in situ), or in the laboratory (on returned samples). These past efforts were challenged by a lack of contextual knowledge and by potential contamination from Earth life and its building blocks. Thus, past claims of microbial life detection in extreme environments (Priscu et al., 1999; Schrenk et al., 2003) , deep time (Schopf, 1993; Mojzsis et al., 1996; Summons et al., 1999) , and beyond Earth (Levin and Straat 1977; McKay et al., 1996) have been debated to this day (M.D. Brasier et al., 2002 van Zullen et al., 2002; Lepland et al., 2005; Martel et al., 2012; French et al., 2015; Levin and Straat, 2016) . In one instance, the debate concerned not whether, but rather to which extent, the detected life was indigenous (Bulat et al., 2004) . These challenges must be mitigated to acquire evidence that successfully convinces a majority of the scientific community that signs of indigenous life claimed to be present in the environments explored are correct.
To guide the search and help establish standards across different fields of science, we have assembled a Ladder of Life Detection. Using lessons learned from previous attempts at detecting life, we derive criteria that a measurement (or suite of measurements) must meet to constitute convincing evidence for indigenous life (Section 2). In the Ladder (Section 3), we list characteristic features of microbial life as we know it, how specific they are to life, how they can be measured, and their propensity to meet the above criteria. In the Ladder, these features are ordered in a general sense by their likelihood (definitiveness and ease of measurement) of indicating life. In Section 4, we focus on the crux of life detection: the belief that life must be the hypothesis of last resort (Sagan et al., 1993; Anders et al., 1996; Brasier et al., 2002; Cady et al., 2003; Steele et al., 2007; Cady and Noffke, 2009; Martel et al., 2012) . Building on Hand et al. (2017, Chapter 5), we propose a method of identifying a simplistic but upgradable set of decision rules determining whether the null hypothesis (''the features are abiotic'') is disproved. In light of these rules, we evaluate past attempts at life detection in Section 5 and upcoming attempts in Section 6.
Criteria for a Claim of Life Detection
Criteria for a detection of life define the burden of proof that must be met to convince a majority of the scientific community of such a discovery. These criteria depend on the community and the discovery and become established as claims are made and debated (e.g., Schopf, 1993; M.D. Brasier et al., 2015) .
Given the current understanding of life, a convincing life-detection measurement or suite of measurements must be sufficiently (1) sensitive, (2) contamination-free, and (3) repeatable; one or more features must be sufficiently (4) detectable, (5) preserved (survivable), (6) reliable (measurably different from expected abiotic signals), and (7) compatible with life as we know it; and (8) the biological interpretation must be the last-resort hypothesis. All eight criteria are summarized in Table 1. ''Sufficiently'' implies a quantitative threshold above which each of the eight criteria are met. The first three criteria, which pertain to the instrument, would be assessed through positive and negative controls such as standards, blanks, and replicates. The other five, which pertain to the measurement context, are less straightforward to assess. Detectability can be informed by assessing any environmental effects (such as degradation or masking) on a positive control. Preservation and reliability can be quantified by comparing abiotic and biological source and consumption rates, but these are difficult to assess in a previously unstudied system. Compatibility is arbitrary in the sense that we necessarily limit the search to signs of life as we know it, rather than trying to imagine unfamiliar features of more exotic biology. These criteria and their metrics are described below.
Instrumental criteria
Sufficient instrumental sensitivity, absence of contamination interfering with the measurement, and the ability to replicate the measurement are the burden of proof for reporting data in the peer-reviewed literature. Thus, these criteria were met in past reports of life detection on and beyond Earth (Levin and Straat, 1977; Sagan et al., 1993; Schopf, 1993; McKay et al., 1996; Priscu et al., 1999; Summons et al., 1999) . Given the debates surrounding these past reports, these criteria are clearly necessary but not sufficient for the detection of life.
In addition, spaceflight instruments must meet a number of other constraints presented by policy (such as planetary protection), the nature of the environment in which they operate (temperature, pressure, radiation, mechanical stresses), and constraints of mass, volume, power, data, and duration. Also desirable are the flexibility to measure unexpected signals (as cameras and spectrometers can, whereas assays and stains can only detect targeted compounds), perform nondestructive analysis, and operate in unexpected conditions (e.g., in Enceladus' plume for Cassini mass spectrometers designed to probe tenuous exospheres in the Saturn system; Waite et al., 2004 Waite et al., , 2009 Waite et al., , 2017 . These constraints are not further considered in this paper.
The degree to which features of life meet instrumental criteria depends on the state of the art for the techniques used to measure these features, and on how samples are acquired and processed prior to analysis. Because the state of the art is constantly improving, the degree to which these criteria are met will change. Therefore, the corresponding Ladder columns (Table 2) are a snapshot of current capabilities. In this respect, practical applicability has been emphasized at the expense of timelessness. This also implies that the corresponding entries in Table 2 are, to some extent, based on the capabilities of current instrumental techniques. We do not mean this exercise as an endorsement of particular instruments, and fully expect that techniques that remain to be flown, developed, or imagined will change the Ladder accordingly. Finally, instrumental criteria might apply to some features in the Ladder but not others (e.g., sensitivity and repeatability may not apply to searches for biofabrics). 2.1.1. Sensitivity. This criterion encompasses all quantitative measures of instrumental performance. It requires that the signal for the feature of life be selectively quantified above the limit of quantitation (LoQ), within the instrumental response time and dynamic range. The LoQ is ''the lowest concentration at which the analyte can not only be reliably detected but at which some predefined goals for bias and imprecision are met'' (Armbruster and Pry, 2008) . It is greater than or equal to the limit of detection (LoD), ''the lowest analyte concentration [.] at which detection is feasible.'' In practice, the LoD is estimated as an arbitrary number of standard deviations above the mean of measurements on a blank. If the bias and imprecision estimates captured in the LoD meet predefined goals, then LoQ = LoD; otherwise, the LoQ is the higher analyte concentration needed to meet these goals (Armbruster and Pry, 2008) .
By requiring that the feature of life be quantified above the LoQ, the ''sensitivity'' criterion encompasses demands for sensitivity, stability, precision, and accuracy. To these qualities, we add selectivity (i.e., resolution), a response time short enough, and a dynamic range sufficiently broad to detect the analytical signal. All quantities can be determined with samples containing a known abundance of analyte (positive controls).
Instrumental capabilities depend on how data are acquired (remotely or in situ). In the case of in situ analysis, these capabilities can hinge on how the sample is acquired and prepared prior to analysis.
2.1.2. Absence of interfering contamination (''contaminationfree''). This criterion requires that any contamination signal be sufficiently well characterized that its false-positive signal can be quantifiably discriminated from the signal indigenous to the sample analyzed. It does not imply that the sample must not contain any contamination, which cannot be fully eliminated (e.g., Beauchamp and Belz, 2013) .
We distinguish between contamination by signals intrinsic to the instrument hardware or method, such as crosscontamination from other samples (MEPAG Next Decade Science Analysis Group, 2008) , and by spurious signals from the indigenous environments encountered by the sample. The latter are captured in the contextual criterion of reliability (Section 2.2.3). Examples of the former include solvent residues detected by the Viking gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) (Biemann et al., 1977) or spectral absorption by gases in Earth's atmosphere in ground-based observations of those same gases in the atmosphere of Mars (Mumma et al., 2009) . Examples of the latter include exogenic infall of abiotic meteoritic organics on planetary surfaces (Hand et al., 2017) or abiotic accumulation of atmospheric O 2 as a result of photochemistry (Harman et al., 2015) . Contamination intrinsic to the hardware or method also includes the overprint of processes that can confound observations, such as detector or illumination angles when observing morphologies.
Two tests can be used to screen for contamination: negative controls and blanks. In both cases, the instrumental response for the feature of life should be below the LoD for the negative control or blank. Blanks and negative controls provide assessments of the level of contamination by signals intrinsic to the instrument hardware or method as well as spurious signals from the indigenous environment.
The possibility of contamination has spurred many a debate over the indigenous character of measured biological features (Bulat et al., 2004; Lepland et al., 2005; Rasmussen et al., 2008; French et al., 2015; see Section 5) . As a result, the community standards for discriminating indigenous from contamination signals are very strict. Evidence for life is accepted only if the likelihood of most of the signal being due to contamination is extremely low (e.g., Bulat et al., 2004; Christner et al., 2006) . This means that evidence for indigenous life might be erroneously dismissed (false negative), but this is deemed preferable to erroneously attributing contamination signals to indigenous life (false positive). Consequently, much effort to mitigate and characterize contamination has been devoted in planning robotic space missions (Summons et al., 2014) and interpreting returned data (Elsila et al., 2009; Freissinet et al., 2015) . Because each feature of life has a different propensity for contamination, we deem it essential to take this criterion into account when establishing the Ladder's structure.
2.1.3. Repeatability. The instrument must provide the same response, within uncertainty (e.g., a set number of standard deviations), to repeat measurements of a given sample under the same conditions. Three replicates (triplicates, N = 3) are the community standard in biology and chemistry. However, each type of measurement has a dispersion arising from the characteristics of the instrument, heterogeneity of the sample, and the likelihood of systematic errors. The number of replicates to be measured is determined on this basis and on the required values of the relevant statistical parameters, value and cost of information. In any case, additional measurements provide further information on the uncertainty of a given result. For example, more measurements may be needed if a predefined goal for measurement precision is not met.
The repeatability criterion pertains to N measurements on the same sample, rather than N samples that together may constitute a heterogeneous set. N measurements should be made for as many samples as needed to capture the heterogeneity of the setting. For an exoplanet's atmosphere, which covers one pixel on the detectors of current state-of-the-art telescopes (Schneider et al., 2010) , one sample suffices as the signal is averaged over the entire planet, while multiple samples would be acquired in situ (Hand et al., 2017) and for return to Earth (Mustard et al., 2013) .
Contextual criteria
Unlike instrumental aspects that can be controlled during instrument and experimental design, context can often not be established until instruments are in place, instrument checks and blanks have been run, and samples themselves are run and the first data are analyzed. This can reveal unanticipated challenges regarding the detectability, preservation, and reliability of biosignatures. Therefore, understanding context is crucial to establishing the biogenicity of any measured feature listed in Table 2 . A convincing claim of life detection must also establish that the feature and its environment are compatible with what is known of life on Earth, and there should be no highly likely interpretation other than biology for the measurement or set of measurements (Table 1) .
2.2.1. Detectability. This criterion requires that physical, chemical, or geological conditions in the sample's current environment do not prevent a detection from being made. Here, we use the word ''detectability'' in a meaning separate from instrumental performance, which is captured in the ''sensitivity'' criterion. However, in some cases the detectability of a feature remains intimately tied to the technique used for its measurement, because environmental conditions can affect the feature only at the time of measurement, depending on any changes made to the sample as it is measured. In the Viking GC-MS, the targeted organic compounds may have been lost to oxidation upon heating inherent to the analysis (Klein, 1978; Benner et al., 2000) , but this may not have been so had the oxidants been removed or separated from the organics before analysis, or had a different method that mitigates the adverse effects of heating or that does not require heat been implemented. Other examples are ionization suppression by salts, preventing the operation of some separation-mass spectrometry techniques (Kidd et al., 2015) , or solution properties such as high salinity (brine) preventing template binding of antibodies by clogging or altering receptor sites.
A sample known to contain the targeted feature (a positive control) should be analyzed to determine the detectability of the feature at the conditions of the life-detection measurement. Ideally, the control is carried out at the time and place of life detection, and under the same environmental conditions (e.g., by mixing or incubation with indigenous material during sample preparation). However, this is not always feasible in mission conditions, in which case the control measurement can be made with a duplicate instrument (flight spare) in an analogous field or laboratory setting.
The following two criteria, survivability and reliability, also affect the detectability of a feature in the broad sense of the term. Again, in our attempt to parse out these aspects, the ''detectability'' criterion here only evaluates whether conditions in the sample's current environment do not prevent a detection from being made.
2.2.2. Feature survivability and preservation. A feature may be created or destroyed both biologically and abiotically ( Fig. 1a ). ''Survivability'' or ''preservation'' is the criterion that biological sources must exceed abiotic sinks (or biological sinks exceed abiotic sources) for a biological feature to be noticeable ( Fig. 1b ). ''Reliability,'' the criterion that signals due biological sources (sinks) must be distinguishable from abiotic sources (sinks), is discussed in the next section.
Living organisms can maintain their integrity under environmental pressures. However, metabolic products and waste, dead organisms, or their building blocks can degrade over time once no longer in kinetic steady-state or if not at thermodynamic equilibrium at environmental conditions. Degradation examples include atmospheric photochemistry of biosignature gases (Seager et al., 2012; Reinhardt et al., 2017) , radiolysis or oxidation of organics on a planetary surface (McKay et al., 1998; Hand et al., 2017) , and racemization of chiral molecules (Bada and McDonald, 1995; Bada et al., 1999; Monroe et al., 2017) , among others.
Features may experience changes in conditions between their synthesis and their measurement if transported through multiple environments (e.g., from the seafloor of an oceanbearing icy moon, to the dilute subsurface ocean, through the overlying ice shell to the irradiated surface). Conditions can also change over time (e.g., atmospheric escape allowing more radiation to reach the surface, burial, exhumation due to erosion). The measured feature of life must not have become too degraded in any environment at any time. This includes conditions induced by sampling and (for sample return) other environments that can be designed to prevent further alteration of the sample: return leg mission phases, planetary protection protocols, and curation (Cady et al., 2003; Beauchamp and Belz, 2013; McCubbin et al., 2017) .
These considerations also apply for the biological consumption of an abiotic compound, so that the compound's absence is the feature. An example is the reported fast disappearance of methane in the atmosphere of Mars (Mumma et al., 2009) , which is difficult to explain abiotically, as it is faster than photolytic destruction (although see Knak Jensen et al., 2014) . A possible counterexample is the presence of both CO 2 and H 2 in the plume of Enceladus despite a possible thermodynamic drive for their reaction to methane (Waite et al., 2017) , which suggests that any life in Enceladus' ocean is too scant to consume all H 2 . In general, the absence of a compound is not a practical biosignature: it demands a contextual understanding that is often lacking, and it is not amenable to serendipitous discovery.
How much degradation is tolerable? A useful metric consists in comparing the residence time of a biological feature and its degradation timescale (Hand et al., 2017; Hoehler, 2017) . The residence time is the ratio of the feature concentration to its net synthesis rate, assuming steady state between its biological sources and sinks. In the absence of steady state, one considers instead the time required for this synthesis rate to accumulate this concentration. This is equivalent to comparing the rates of biological (abiotic) synthesis and abiotic (biological) consumption. If the residence time is too short, or if degradation is faster than production such that the feature concentration is below the LoQ, the feature is destroyed for the purposes of the measurement. For morphological features, the term ''concentration'' can be interpreted more qualitatively, but the degradation timescale is still quantitatively set by physicochemical properties and processes such as chemical kinetics or crustal recycling (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Cady et al., 2003; .
The strength of biological sources and sinks hinges on the size of the biomass and therefore on its supply of liquid water, energy, and nutrients. The energy supply in photic zones (surfaces) vastly exceeds that of planetary interiors where ecosystems must rely on endogenic energy. Consequently, the survivability criterion should be less easily met in searching for subsurface life (Hand et al., 2017; Hoehler, 2017) .
2.2.3. Reliability or definitiveness. This criterion requires that the feature can be produced by life and distinguished from background abiotic sources or sinks for the feature measured from any of the environments encountered by the sample between its synthesis and its measurement. The sample provenance, including whether the targeted features formed together with the host mineral matrix, can be understood by integrating spatial information from molecular to planetary scales (Conrad and Nealson, 2001; Cady et al., 2003; Hand et al., 2017) .
Example features with competing biological and abiotic sources include atmospheric O 2 and macromolecular organic carbon in rocks. On Earth, tens of percent O 2 accumulated primarily due to biological photosynthesis, but on other planets such abundances could result from the photolysis of CO 2 (Seager et al., 2012) . Macromolecular carbon can result from the degradation of biological matter but also from abiotic hydrothermal synthesis (Brasier et al., 2002) . A dual-sink example is the disappearance of methane on Mars, which is faster than by photochemistry alone (Mumma et al., 2009) . The case of methane on Mars illustrates how survivability and reliability are intertwined (Atreya et al., 2007;  Fig. 1 ). Careful study of abiotic cycling of the features of interest is key to establishing their biogenicity (McKay et al., 1998) .
The reliability of a measurement can be tested by comparing rates of biogenic and abiotic synthesis, or competing rates of degradation, and resulting feature concentrations (Hoehler, 2017) or their morphological equivalent. The ratio of biogenic to total concentration must exceed the measurement precision.
As with instrumental contamination (Section 2.1.2), the community standards for distinguishing indigenous from abiotic environmental signals are very strict. Evidence for life is accepted only if the likelihood of most of the signal being due to abiotic processes (false positive) is extremely low (e.g., Klein, 1978; Chao, 2000) , even if this means that evidence for indigenous life might be erroneously dismissed (false negative). Distinguishing biological from abiotic sources for a given measurement result could be amenable to techniques of analysis such as multidimensional correlation or receiver operating characteristic curve analyses, implemented in other fields of science for similar purposes (e.g., Rienstra et al., 2000; Pepe et al., 2001) . For natural systems, making this distinction will be very difficult.
2.2.4. Compatibility. This criterion requires that the feature (or set thereof) not be excessively different from what is known of life on Earth. This is sometimes of importance in assessing evidence for life in a binary way: for example, Harvey and McSween (1996) suggested that mineral evidence for a high-temperature origin of ALH84001 material precluded its ability to harbor indigenous life (Martel et al., 2012 , and references therein). However, this criterion is most useful in assessing the specificity of a feature to Earth life (specificity is not a criterion in itself, as both specific and generic features have their own advantages for life detection: high specificity implies a higher likelihood of biogenicity, and high genericity implies a higher likelihood that the feature is present). For this reason, we use compatibility as a criterion to place bounds on generic features, but assess the specificity of each feature in the corresponding column of the Ladder.
Unfortunately, the features most easily attributed to biology tend to be the most Earth-life-centric (Section 3). Ideally, one would search for generic manifestations of the attributes or requirements of life (Conrad and Nealson, 2001) , such as a solvent or the need for limited reactivity of its building blocks. However, an overly generic search hampers instrument design, short of knowing what specifically to look for. Target features range from highly Earth-centric (e.g., DNA or RNA) to non-aqueous solvents (e.g., formamide or hydrocarbon) and non-carbon-based biochemistry (National Research Council, 2007) . A practical middle ground is to seek features that push the limits of life on Earth within bounds. They should be broader than just DNA, RNA, proteins, and the lipids used by Earth life, but limited to carbon-based life in water undergoing Darwinian evolution (imperfect reproduction and reproduction of imperfections, with eventual persistence of those that confer fitness). This upper bound on genericity is reasonable given the high cosmogenic supply of carbon and water (Horowitz, 1976; Owen, 1980) and the limitations of alternative building blocks and solvents (National Research Council, 2007 ). An example of a compatible feature would be the ''arseno-DNA'' suggested by Wolfe-Simon et al. (2011) . It has been argued that Darwinian evolution may be enabled by compartmentalization (e.g., Szostak et al., 2001) . However, other studies suggest that evolution by natural selection can occur with polymers that are not compartmentalized but instead interact freely in the environment (e.g., Fry, 2011, and references therein; Pross, 2011; Mathis et al., 2017) . Therefore, even though we deem it likely that compartmentalization is an essential feature for life, we refrain from imposing it as a constraint on the compatibility criterion.
Compatibility also constrains the environments that can be searched to those that provide conditions that life on Earth can tolerate or those that preserve material from such environments. This requires establishing the provenance of any analyzed samples. Tolerable conditions, which include temperature, pressure, water activity, and radiation, are summarized in Chapter 3 of the National Research Council report (2007), bearing in mind that some biological agents tolerate broader conditions: for example, prions survive passage through 600°C (Brown et al., 2004) . The compatibility criterion states explicitly implicit assumptions about key features of life in the Life Detection Ladder, discussed in the next section.
2.2.5. Last-resort hypothesis. The last-resort hypothesis criterion is described in Section 4.
Features Diagnostic of Life: The Life Detection Ladder
NASA's working definition of life is a ''self-sustaining chemical system capable of Darwinian evolution'' ( Joyce, 1994; Luisi, 1998; Benner, 2010) . However, a universal definition of life awaits a universal theory of life (Chao, 2000; Conrad and Nealson, 2001) . In fact, getting the ability to construct such a theory from the knowledge of any other instances of life is a chief motivation for the search for life beyond Earth (Lederberg, 1960) . For the time being, we are limited to searching for features of present or past life, or biosignatures Domagal-Goldman, Wright, et al., 2016; Horneck et al., 2016) . Biosignatures have been identified in the context of the exploration of Mars (Summons et al., 2011) , Europa (Hand et al., 2017) , and exoplanets (Meadows and Seager, 2010) . They pertain to essential attributes of life: metabolism, growth, and reproduction, whether part of life itself or its building blocks or byproducts (Conrad and Nealson, 2001; .
These features are listed in Table 2 , the Ladder of Life Detection. For each, we list an associated measurement, target environment, and likelihood of detecting the feature (a one-word summary of columns to the right). Subsequent columns describe how each feature tends to satisfy each criterion of Section 2. They have two headings: one corresponding to those criteria and one that matches the original version of the Ladder published online at https://astrobiology .nasa.gov/research/life-detection/ladder. The community is welcome and encouraged to suggest improvements at this website: the Ladder is meant to evolve, not just as progress in research and instrument technology brings in enhanced or new capabilities but also as new features or complications are recognized. Example techniques are mentioned for illustrative purposes only but do not imply endorsement of a particular technique over any other and do not consider issues related to sample preparation.
Features are listed in Ladder ''rungs'' that distinguish to which trait of life (Darwinian evolution, growth, reproduction, metabolism, etc.) the corresponding features pertain. A bottom rung regroups all measurements needed to establish the habitability of a setting. These are a prerequisite to life detection at all levels above but are not further discussed here. Rungs and features are roughly ordered by increasing likelihood (bottom to top) that the feature is a result of some biotic process (from ''suspicious biomaterials'' to ''life''), which is often the reverse order of the likelihood that a particular feature could be measured. However, there is room for debate regarding the specific order of each feature in the Ladder, and indeed the specific placement of the features relative to one another is highly dependent on the environment in which the measurements would be made, hence why they are grouped in broader rungs. The ordering of rungs can be debated as well. We will discuss them here from the highest levels in the current structure to the lowest.
Darwinian evolution
Darwinian evolution, the ability to inherit changes in genetic traits leading to the persistence of traits that confer an advantage in a given habitat, is an essential feature of life as we know it. However, Darwinian evolution takes place over many generations of organisms as conditions change. It has been deemed not practical to detect in (even relatively) unexplored natural environments in the timeframe of relevant investigations (Chyba and Phillips, 2002) . Chao (2000) offered a possible method by arguing for a modified version of the Viking Labeled Release experiment (see Section 5.1), in which soil could be added to nutrient media (rather than the reverse), serially transferred, and monitored for a response indicating growth of biomass. However, the low rate of success in culturing a given species on Earth (<1%; Vartoukian et al., 2010; Stewart, 2012) makes a false-negative result likely. Therefore, we deem the design of a ''Darwinometer'' instrument able to directly detect Darwinian evolution impractical.
Alternatively, the result of Darwinian evolution may be observed in a much shorter time span, if different morphologies or compositions (phenotypes) are observed in adjacent niches, each at different environmental conditions (Benner, 2017) . Such an observation, reminiscent of Darwin's finches (Darwin, 1859) , would first require the observation of other features (e.g., morphologies, textures) further down the Ladder. Finally, provided that organisms could be cultured, it may become possible to attempt to perform directed evolution experiments (e.g., Elena and Lenski, 2003) .
Growth and reproduction
Unlike Darwinian evolution, growth and reproduction are not unique to life, even though they are some of its central traits (Benner, 2010) . They are evidenced by morphologies of concurrent life stages or an identifiable reproductive form, such as cell or cell-like structures in multiple stages (Westall et al., 2015) , including motility of extant cells (Conrad and Nealson, 2001) . This assumes a search for life compartmented in cells, which is the case of all life on Earth but need not be the general case (criterion #7, Mathis et al., 2017, but see Szostak et al., 2001) .
Because microbial cells are microscopic (down to <1 mm; Martel et al., 2012; Hand et al., 2017 , and references therein), morphological evidence for cell growth and reproduction is obtained with optical, electron, atomic force, laser scanning, and other microscopy techniques (Oehler and Cady, 2014) . Many features can look like cells (reliability criterion #6), including vesicles that can form abiotically (e.g., Georgiou and Deamer, 2014) : morphology alone is not sufficient to establish biogenicity (Conrad and Nealson, 2001; Brasier et al., 2002; García Ruiz et al., 2002; Martel et al., 2012) . However, cell-like features are easily recognized in images (Schopf, 1993; McKay et al., 1996) , provided that morphologies are not too degraded (#5; Farmer and Des Marais, 1999) and that environmental conditions do not dilute cells too much (#4) as the detection limit of microscopes remains high (#1; Bedrossian et al., 2017; Hand et al., 2017) . With microscopy, contamination is easily screened out: indigenous features are those clearly embedded in the sample matrix (#2; Cady et al., 2003) .
Metabolism
To sustain themselves, living organisms derive energy from their environment and convert it to forms used to perform other biological functions such as maintenance, growth, reproduction, or repair. Because conversion is not fully efficient, metabolism also results in waste. Both conversion and waste intermediates or products can be evidence for ongoing biological activity, as their abundance can deviate from thermodynamic equilibrium or kinetically limited abiotic steady states. Specifically, organisms can enzymatically catalyze chemical reactions that would still occur without their presence (i.e., for which there is a thermodynamic drive from which they can derive Gibbs free energy) but that are kinetically inhibited. The fact that a reaction occurred can be evidence of biological activity, provided that it is not expected to occur at abiotic background conditions. Such deviations include elemental or (especially) isotopic fractionations, which can be identified by mass spectrometry techniques. Specifically, metabolism tends to incorporate lighter isotopes in biomass. This is especially apparent with carbon and other light elements (Anders et al., 1996; House et al., 2000; Allen et al., 2006; Sharp, 2007) . Isotopic fractionations can remain once organisms die, although the signal with light elements may be lost due to diagenesis even at low temperatures (#5). They can be determined for specific compounds or classes thereof, provided a separation stage up-stream of the mass spectrometer. Compound-specific isotopic analyses are more limited by sample size than bulk analyses (#1 sensitivity) but better constrain metabolic pathways. Notably, isotopic compositions that mimic those resulting from metabolism can also result from abiotic fractionation mechanisms, depending on factors such as temperature and the isotopic composition of the source pools of elements. Therefore, interpreting isotopic compositions requires knowledge of both a contextual reference level (#6 reliability; Sharp, 2007; Webster et al., 2013) from which fractionations are quantified and either the specific pathway at play or (more likely) comparison with fractionations by Earth organisms (making this feature specific to Earth life; #7 compatibility).
Evidence for ongoing metabolism can also be obtained by detecting waste or incorporation in response to labeled substrate addition or some other stimulation. This was the approach of the Viking biological experiments (Klein, 1978) . Although these experiments targeted molecular compounds, waste heat is likely the most generic response and can be measured by techniques such as calorimetry (Maskow, 2013) . However, the need for a stimulation to elicit a metabolic response makes this technique specific (#7). In interacting with extant life, detection is likely facilitated by minimizing departure from indigenous conditions to which organisms would have adapted (Horowitz et al., 1972) . If the context is well known (#6), the measurement is easily detectable (#4) and not susceptible to environmental degradation (#5), since this feature results from extant life.
Finally, metabolism, which is generically based on redox reactions (#7), can lead to colocated oxidants and reductants. O 2 and CH 4 metastably coexist at substantial levels in Earth's atmosphere owing to life (Owen, 1980; Sagan et al., 1993, and references therein) . Evidence can also be recorded in minerals such as Fe or Al oxides not associated with silicates as terminal electron acceptors (Lower et al., 2001) , especially if associated with microbial-like morphologies (Cavalazzi et al., 2012) . Redox states can be assessed remotely by spectroscopy at many wavelengths, even in broad band (Grasby et al., 2003; Mikucki et al., 2009) ; or in situ by mineralogical characterization techniques. These survey techniques are amenable to serendipitous discovery, but to interpret measurements one must understand the background abiotic chemistry (#6 reliability; Seager and Bains, 2015) . The metastability of disequilibrium species (#5 survivability) tends to be lower for gases and solutes than solids. The notion of ''colocation'' implies a spatial scale at which materials are reactive; this scale depends on the reactions at play.
Functional molecules and structures
Functional molecules are more prone to contamination than the above features (#2) but more likely to be measured because they are more generic (#7), more likely preserved (#5), or more sensitively measured (#1).
Functional features include polymers that support information storage, information transfer, and functions such as catalysis; specific structural preferences in organic molecules; and pigments. The functional polymers of terran life are DNA, RNA, and proteins. They are detectable at very low levels (#1) with microbiological analysis techniques, and more generic chemical methods of hydrolysis followed by identification of nucleobases (e.g., Kaur and Halliwell, 1996) . Unlike other biomaterials, DNA, RNA, and proteins (at least those made of the 20 or so amino acids used by terran life) are very specific to life on Earth (#7 compatibility), but this makes it extremely unlikely, at least for DNA and proteins, that they would be synthesized abiotically (#6), particularly in longer chain lengths. RNA is easily hydrolyzed in (especially alkaline) water (#5), so the likelihood of contamination is low (#2). It is higher for DNA and proteins, which are not as easily hydrolyzed (e.g., Radzicka and Wolfenden, 1996) ; DNA otherwise degrades mainly by depurination (Bada et al., 1994) . In addition, high-energy sampling (e.g., in a high-velocity plume flyby) may fragment polymers too much to establish a biological origin (Benner, 2017) .
Life's complex organic building blocks comprise structural preferences that are not random and enhance their function. Polymers with a repeating backbone charge such as DNA and RNA facilitate Darwinian evolution by being able to undergo mutations (e.g., in nucleobases) that do not cause major changes in their chemical properties, dominated in liquid water by the repeating charge (Benner, 2017) . There is currently no method to detect a repeating backbone charge, but a polycharged detector may be implemented (Benner, 2017) . A repeated charge is difficult to mimic abiotically (#6) and more generic than DNA or RNA (#7). However, as with DNA and RNA, its survivability in liquid water is limited by hydrolysis (#5; National Research Council, 2007), and its detectability may be hampered by dilution (#4).
Another structural preference is homochirality, which enhances multiple functions such as catalytic capability for proteins via folding or nucleic acid resilience in chemical properties to random mutations. Just like a repeating charge, chirality sets the geometry (conformation) of a polymer, helping preserve its structure even if another part of the molecule is affected. Most of life on Earth uses D-sugars and L-amino acids (Bada et al., 1998; Blackmond, 2011) , although there are rare exceptions (Newton, 1970; Lam et al., 2009; Martinez-Rodriguez et al., 2010; Moazeni et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2012; Zhang and Sun, 2014) ; these do not prevent the use of chirality as a possible biosignature. Abiotic enantiomeric excesses up to 20% have been measured in meteorite samples (Cronin and Pizzarello, 1997; Glavin and Dworkin, 2009 ). These can be plausibly amplified in evaporitic settings owing to unequal solubilities between homochiral and racemic crystals (Breslow and Levine, 2006; Klussmann et al., 2006; Breslow and Cheng, 2009 ), but all large values measured in natural samples are biological (#6; Hand et al., 2017, and references therein) . Large enantiomeric excesses can be sensitively detected (#1) with separation techniques coupled with mass spectrometry (Goesmann et al., 2017; Hand et al., 2017) . Their survivability (#5) depends on the amino acid and strongly on temperature (Monroe et al., 2017) . Benner (2017) argued that combined evidence for a repeating charge and homochirality would rule out a system in which no encoding of information takes place, but at the expense of a loss in generality. This reasoning aligns with ''decision rules'' to determine whether the suite of measurements precludes an abiotic origin (#8; Section 4).
Pigments are used by terran life for specific biochemical pathways such as photosynthesis and therefore evidence nonrandom chemistries. Aside from some organic compounds, isotopic fractionations, and colocated oxidants and reductants, pigments are the only feature detectable remotely (Sagan et al., 1993; Seager et al., 2005; Kiang et al., 2007) . Pigments such as chlorophyll, which has a prominent and specific red edge spectral feature (#1) used in remote sensing of vegetation on Earth, are unambiguously biogenic (#6). However, they are specific to Earth life (#7) and may have taken time to evolve (#4; Reinbothe et al., 1996) . Although predicting what structures pigments might take is difficult, the detection techniques are not targeted and therefore are susceptible to serendipitous discovery.
Potential biomolecule components
Biomolecule components comprise organic compounds not found abiotically (e.g., hopanes derived from hopanoid membrane compounds, adenosine triphosphate [ATP], or the amino acid histidine), as well as other organics such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), lipids, nucleobases, or amino acids, present either individually or as small oligomers such as peptides or nucleic acids (Westall et al., 2015; Goesmann et al., 2017) . Compounds in the second category are less reliably attributed to biology than the above functional molecules (e.g., Becker et al., 1997) but are more likely to be detected.
The above compounds can be sensitively detected (#1) by techniques such as separation-mass spectrometry, which can operate in diverse environments (#4 detectability). They are more easily preserved than biopolymers (#5; Gu et al., 1999; Aksyonov and Williams, 2001; Burchell et al., 2014) and more generic (#7). However, the detection of those compounds that can be formed abiotically (#6 reliability; Meierhenrich et al., 2004; Martins et al., 2008; Cleaves et al., 2009; Martel et al., 2012) does not establish biogenicity (#8) without an in-depth knowledge of abiotic processes that can cycle them.
Among basic monomeric units, especially relevant are nucleobases, amino acids, and lipids (fatty acids, esters, carboxylic acids), the respective building blocks of nucleic acids that store genetic information, proteins that carry out biological functions, and membranes that compartmentalize organisms (Georgiou and Deamer, 2014) . These features meet the eight criteria in the same way as more complex organics but are easier to detect, more generic, and more easily produced abiotically.
Potential metabolic byproducts
Potential metabolic byproducts are distributions of species that differ from those resulting solely from abiotic thermodynamic equilibrium or kinetic steady state. They include distributions of elements present at trace levels in biological matter, but which can carry essential metabolic functions at the active sites of enzymes (Novoselov et al., 2017) , and patterns of complexity in mixtures of organics (Marshall et al., 2017) .
Distributions of elements (e.g., V, Fe, Ni, Mo/W, Co, S, Se, P) can be measured in situ (e.g., Meslin et al., 2013; VanBommel et al., 2016) or remotely, but with more difficulty (#1; Prettyman et al., 2017) . Generally, the in situ techniques can sensitively measure elemental abundances (#1) unimpeded by environmental factors (#4). Elemental abundances may be the most survivable Ladder feature (#5). They are fairly generic (#7; Conrad and Nealson, 2001; Neveu et al., 2016; Novoselov et al., 2017; Stern et al., 2017) , as biological uses of an element hinge on its properties (e.g., valence), even though several elements can be used to perform the same function (e.g., V, Fe, and/or Mo for nitrogen fixation; Hoffman et al., 2014) . However, abiotic backgrounds must be understood at relevant spatial scales to properly interpret any deviations (#6; Cady et al., 2003; Storrie-Lombardi and Nealson, 2003) . On its own, this feature would not convince a majority of the community of the presence of life (#8; Section 4).
Patterns of complexity in organics may be more convincing because organics make up most of dry biomass. Cyclic metabolic pathways can result in the repeated addition of a compound, leading to characteristic patterns in the distribution of biogenic organics (Lovelock, 1965; McKay, 2004; McDonald and Storrie-Lombardi, 2006; Eigenbrode, 2008; Summons et al., 2008) . They require life to have evolved to this level of complexity, which could preclude its detection at the most primitive stages (Benner, 2017) . Another approach relies on measuring the complexity of an organic mixture, such as the distribution of the number of types of operations needed to obtain each molecule in the mixture (''pathway complexity''; Marshall et al., 2017) . Either approach can distinguish biological from abiotic distributions, the latter often being Poisson distributions. Mixtures can be characterized by mass spectrometry and subsequent statistical analysis.
Patterns in organic distributions carry weight in deciding whether a suite of measurements precludes an abiotic origin (#8): this feature has been incorporated as an essential aspect of life-detection missions (Anderson et al., 1972; MEPAG Next Decade Science Analysis Group, 2008; McKay et al., 2014; Reh et al., 2016; Hand et al., 2017) . It is generic (#7) and rather easy to detect (#1), although possibly precluded by environmental factors such as the oxidants on the surface of Mars (#4). Even simple organics are relatively sensitive to degradation (#5; MEPAG Next Decade Science Analysis Group, 2008) . Moreover, there is only limited documentation of differences between abiotic and biotic distributions (#6). Contamination can be assessed (#2) by complementary (e.g., isotopic) analyses (Elsila et al., 2009 ).
Biofabrics
Terran microbial communities can affect the morphology of their environment, creating lamination (stromatolites), mounds, or microbially induced sedimentary structures Noffke, 2015) . These biofabrics are easier to detect than smaller cell-like morphologies (#1) but more prone to abiotic mimicking (#6). Indeed, cell-like features are used to establish the biogenicity of larger-scale fabrics (A.T. Brasier et al., 2015, and references therein) . Thus, like cell-like morphologies, biofabrics alone cannot preclude abiotic interpretations (#8; Cady et al., 2003) . Biofabrics meet criteria #2, 3-5, and 7 (propensity for contamination, detectability, preservation, and compatibility) in much the same way as cell-like features.
The Oehler and Cady, 2014) . In addition, a database of macro-and microscale images of morphologies resembling biology would inform assessments of their biogenicity in future efforts (Cady et al., 2003) .
Decision Rules for Rejecting Abiotic Hypotheses
The interpretation of successful measurements is the crux of life detection. Let us assume that measurements satisfy the first seven criteria (sensitivity, absence of interfering contamination, repeatability, detectability, survivability, reliability, and compatibility) despite any instrumental or environmental challenges. This has been achieved several times (Section 5). Yet the majority opinion for many attempts is that they did not compellingly preclude an abiotic origin. This has driven the community to adopt a standard of skepticism such that successful measurements will be interpreted as signs of life only if there is no satisfactory interpretation involving solely abiotic processes: in the words of Sagan et al. (1993) , ''life is the hypothesis of last resort.'' Moreover, these past attempts have led the community to establish as a standard that a set of measured features is needed to form a basis for interpretation (Conrad and Nealson, 2001 ; MEPAG Next Decade Science Analysis Group, 2008; Mustard et al., 2013; Reh et al., 2016; Hand et al., 2017; Vago et al., 2017 ; see Table 5 ).
Hand et al. (2017) provided a possible interpretation framework. They considered combinations of measurements, assigning a binary result to each (1 if successful, 0 otherwise) and to the overall outcome (1 if an abiotic origin is precluded, 0 otherwise). For example, they postulated that, provided contextual knowledge that rules out an exogenic origin for organics (criterion #6), the measurements of (a) abundances of complex organics and (b) a large enantiomeric excess in some of these organics would be sufficient to rule out abiotic hypotheses (overall outcome of 1), even in the absence of detectable patterns in organic mixtures, isotopic fractionations, morphologies, or mineralogical evidence for life (7 th case in their Table 5 .1).
One may rightfully object that a binary approach to life detection is a great oversimplification of the outcome of combinations of measurements and contextual information on both the environment and the life-detection approach. This outcome may be more carefully assessed probabilistically (Chao, 2000) : for each measurement, one may consider the null hypothesis that the measurement does not indicate indigenous biological sources and estimate the probability (e.g., the p-value) that this hypothesis is correct. If this probability is below a given threshold, then the community may consider that there is sufficient basis to claim life detection. Unfortunately, the complexity of this probabilistic framework is such that we do not know what probability values to assign to realistic situations. For the time being, and to stimulate further discussion, we opt to discuss below binary rules as proxies for probabilistic estimates: results of 1 represent estimates of probabilities that fall below the rejection threshold of the null hypothesis, and vice versa. Bearing in mind the limitations of such binary frameworks, we speculate below on possible decision rules as an example of how the Ladder might be used to inform interpretations of life-detection measurements.
The nine measurements considered by Hand et al. (2017) led to 2 9 = 512 combinations. The 15 features listed in Table 2 lead to 2 15 or *33,000 cases. In a binary framework, each needs not be considered individually. In the example above, a combination with the same measurements but isotopic fractionations consistent with life would also yield an overall outcome of 1, as would cases in which patterns, morphologies, or mineralogical evidence for life is detected (Fig. 2) . They could be grouped under a single decision rule stating that ''complex organics and a large enantiomeric excess are good enough'' regardless of other measurements, which at best would reinforce the conclusion. In a probabilistic framework, however, such additional measurements would be essential, as the combined probability that the set of measurements validates or disproves the abiotic null hypothesis would depend on the result of each measurement.
One could also decide that a negative result (probability of abiotic null hypothesis above a set threshold) for a measurement defaults the overall result to 0; that is, an abiotic origin cannot be precluded. For example, the nondetection of indigenous organics by the Viking GC-MS was sufficient to reach the consensus that an abiotic origin could not be precluded to interpret the results of Viking's three substrateaddition experiments, irrespective of their consistency with biology (Klein, 1978) . (Adding to the ambiguity of the Viking results was the lack of a postulated abiotic null hypothesis to disprove.)
Thus, the number of decision rules should be greater than 1 but smaller than 2 N , with N the number of features (measurements). A useful set of rules must balance simplicity and comprehensiveness. A minimalistic example of 11 rules (A through K) is proposed in Tables 3 and 4.
The first three rules (A, B, and C) state that finding evidence for Darwinian evolution, a spectral signature of pigments, or DNA/RNA, respectively, would preclude an abiotic origin even in the absence of any other feature; these are the ''smoking guns'' of Table 4 . We emphasize that such rules are debatable: for example, it might be that smallmolecular-mass organic or mineral pigments are the product of abiotic, catalyzed chemistry. Again, such uncertainty as to their origin would be better captured with probabilistic rather than binary results. The results of combinations in which Darwinian evolution, DNA, RNA, and pigments are not detected are decided by the remaining rules.
Rules D and E consider cases of evidence for cell-like features. Such evidence, in the absence of evidence for other features, would be insufficient to conclude that the cell-like features cannot be abiotic, given debates on old Table 3 . Description of Decision Rules for Rejecting Abiotic Hypotheses (Criterion #8)
Rule Description
A Evidence for Darwinian evolution precludes an abiotic origin even in the absence of any other feature. B
Evidence for a spectral signature of pigments precludes an abiotic origin even in the absence of any other feature. C Evidence for DNA or RNA precludes an abiotic origin even in the absence of any other feature. D Evidence for both cell-like features and structural preferences in organics (nonrandom and enhancing function, such as a repeating charge or chirality) precludes an abiotic origin. E Evidence for both cell-like features and patterns of complexity in organics precludes an abiotic origin. F Evidence for both a response to stimulation and structural preferences in organics precludes an abiotic origin. G Evidence for both a response to stimulation and patterns of complexity in organics precludes an abiotic origin. H Evidence for both structural preferences and patterns of complexity in organics precludes an abiotic origin. I Without evidence for structural preferences in organics, and unless one of the above rules applies, an abiotic origin cannot be precluded. J
Without evidence for patterns of complexity in organics, and unless one of the above rules applies, an abiotic origin cannot be precluded. K Without evidence for either structural preferences or patterns of complexity in organics, an abiotic origin cannot be precluded, regardless of whether there is evidence for cell-like morphologies or a response to stimulation.
FIG. 2.
In a binary framework, if we attribute a lifedetection result of 1 to case A (''the presence of complex organics and large enantiomeric excesses together in a sample cannot be achieved abiotically''), then cases B and C, with additional evidence for life, would also have a result of 1. Therefore, there would be no need to consider each case individually: case A would be a ''decision rule'' determining the outcome of cases B, C, and all others with complex organics and a large enantiomeric excess. In a probabilistic framework, the result of each measurement matters. microfossils (Schopf, 1993; Brasier et al., 2002) and celllike features in the ALH84001 martian meteorite Martel et al., 2012) . However, these rules assert that complementary evidence for either structural preferences in organics (nonrandom and enhancing function, such as a repeating charge or chirality) or patterns of complexity in organics, together with the morphological evidence, would preclude an abiotic origin. Rules F and G consider cases in which a Viking-type substrate-addition experiment provides results compatible with life. In the absence of evidence for any other feature, this would not preclude abiotic interpretations (Klein, 1978) . However, together with the response to substrate addition, evidence for either structural preferences (Rule F) or patterns of complexity in organics (Rule G) would convincingly preclude an abiotic origin.
Rules H, I, and J consider cases without evidence for morphology or response to stimulation. They assert that evidence for both structural preferences and patterns of complexity would convincingly exclude all abiotic interpretations (Rule H), but if evidence for either is lacking, then an abiotic interpretation could not be precluded (Rules I and J, respectively). Indeed, a lifeless Titan could have organics with large enantiomeric excesses and organic polymers with a repeating charge, if prebiotic synthesis goes slightly further than in analog experiments (Cable et al., 2012; Rule I) . Similarly, evidence for patterns of complexity without evidence for structural preferences enhancing function would be insufficient evidence for life (Rule J). In both cases, any evidence for isotopic fractionations or distributions of inorganic species unexpected from abiotic thermodynamics or kinetics could reflect an incomplete understanding of the sample provenance, even if criterion #6 were deemed satisfied based on current knowledge.
Rule K asserts that regardless of results on morphologies and substrate addition, a lack of evidence for both structural preferences and patterns of complexity in organics would be enough to dismiss the interpretation that only life could have caused those results. Indeed, measurements of abiotic meteoritic matter could yield results consistent with life if evidence was collected for each of the other features: morphologies (as in ALH84001, Section 5), isotopic fractionations (caused by, e.g., water-rock reaction kinetics; Cole and Chakraborty, 2001; Pizzarello and Shock, 2010) , response to substrate addition (by oxidation as in the Viking results), colocated oxidant and reductant (as in ALH84001), complex organics (Meierhenrich et al., 2004; Martins et al., 2008; Pizzarello and Shock, 2010; Martel et al., 2012) , amino acids without a strong enantiomeric excess (Pizzarello, 2016) , lipids (Nagy, 1966) , and an atypical distribution of metals (Friedrich et al., 2002) .
We have not sought consensus on how reasonable these rules are. One could object that Rule K is undermined if a response to substrate addition is measured, and it has been established that there are no abiotic oxidants in the sample able to generate it. Such objections can be addressed by moving to a quantitative probabilistic framework, in which the probability estimate that the measurement indicates abiotic processes is lower if the absence of oxidants able to cause a similar response has been established.
These decision rules can be concatenated into the Ladder (Table 2) , expanding the last column on the ambiguity of interpretation. In this simplistic framework, some Ladder features would play no role. These include isotopes, colocated oxidant and reductant, simple organics, elemental distributions, and biofabrics (Table 4 ). However, they would be essential in estimating the probability of whether the set of measurements indicates life. We emphasize again that binary decision rules are not adequate to accurately assess life-detection outcomes, as these must be quantified via the probability that the null hypothesis (measurements cannot be ascribed to indigenous biology) is correct. Progress is under way to quantify such probabilities for some Ladder features, such as deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium in isotopic, gas, mineral, or organic abundances (Conrad and Nealson, 2001; Seager and Bains, 2015) and structural complexity in organics (Marshall et al., 2017) . However, for other features, the quantification of measurement results with respect to an abiotic null hypothesis is still lacking. When is a given isotopic fractionation still considered abiotic (0), and when is it considered biotic (1)? When is a response to substrate addition considered abiotic (0) and biotic (1, the Viking conundrum)? When are distributions of metals, or sedimentary textures, indicative of abiotic processes (0) or biotic ones (1)? For such measurements, further community discussion would help define rejection thresholds for the abiotic null hypothesis. Finally, the relative importance of features may also depend on where and how measurements are carried out, such that the sets of rules most relevant to, for example, the exoplanet and ocean world communities may be different.
Application to Past Attempts at Life Detection

Viking
The Viking landers were the only life-detection missions ever flown. They carried three substrate-addition experiments: the Gas Exchange (GEx), Labeled Release (LR), and Pyrolitic Release (PR), as well as a GC-MS seeking organics (Klein et al., 1976; Klein, 1978) . The GEx experiment used a gas chromatograph to identify and quantify any gases released by martian soil samples first humidified then wetted by a nutrient solution (Oyama, 1972; Oyama et al., 1976) . The LR consisted in injecting 14 C-labeled nutrients into soil samples and monitoring any release of radioactive gas (CO 2 or possibly CH 4 ; Levin and Straat, 1977, 2016) . The PR sought evidence of microbial incorporation of radiolabeled 14 CO 2 and/or 14 CO into organic matter by measuring radioactive gas evolved from heated incubated soil, with gases evolved from organics isolated via a trapping column (Horowitz et al., 1972 (Horowitz et al., , 1977 . All experiments were carefully designed so as to meet criteria #1-3 and 7 and test for #4-6: #1-Sensitivity: Tests on Earth ascertained the GEx sensitivity . The LR rapidly detected life down to 30 cells per sample in diverse extreme environments and microbial cultures, including Earth soil placed at martian surface conditions for several days prior to analysis (Levin and Straat, 2016, and references therein) . The PR was successfully tested on terran soils (Horowitz et al., 1977, and references therein) . Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analyses of Antarctic soil showed a detection limit of part-permillion down to part-per-billion levels (Biemann et al., 1977) .
#2-Absence of contamination: The microbial and chemical cleanliness of hardware was ascertained before launch (Klein et al., 1976; Meltzer, 2011) . The PR chambers had lamps whose UV radiation was cut out to avoid photochemical organic synthesis or damage to any indigenous life. Blank gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analyses reproducibly detected only a few sub-part-per-million contaminants.
#3-Repeatability: On Mars, four replicate GEx experiments were performed on each of five separate soil samples. LR responses were obtained four times, twice at each lander location. The PR performed seven successful incubations on aliquots from six soil samples, excluding controls. The GC-MS comprised three ovens. Since one oven in each lander was inoperable, a total of four samples were analyzed.
#4-Detectability: In the GEx, no changes in the gas composition were noted prior to nutrient addition. Upon humidification, CO 2 , N 2 , and surprisingly (both in rapidityhours-and abundance) O 2 were released (Oyama and Berdahl, 1977) . The LR response on Mars was in the range of soil responses on Earth, but unlike in the GEx, soils stored for months in the dark produced no response. For all PR aliquots except two, carbon compounds trapped in the column were detected. The amounts of organics inferred from the GEx and PR experiments were below the GC-MS LoD (Biemann et al., 1977; Horowitz et al., 1977) . Indeed, the GC-MS only detected *15 ppb of CH 3 Cl in one sample and CH 2 Cl 2 in another; any other species were also seen in the blank. Both, along with similar compounds, were later detected by the GC-MS onboard the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Freissinet et al., 2015) . Although initially attributed to solvent contamination (Biemann et al., 1977) , some of these compounds now seem at least partly indigenous (Freissinet et al., 2015) . Detectable organics are likely present elsewhere on Mars (e.g., below the surface), as they are found in martian meteorites Steele et al., 2013) in which they seem partly indigenous (Anders et al., 1996; Becker et al., 1997; Jull et al., 2000; Steele et al., 2007 Steele et al., , 2012 .
#5-Survivability was met by default by the substrateaddition experiments, which targeted active metabolism. Organic destruction rates by oxidation and UV irradiation must yield steady-state concentrations below parts per million, competing with meteoritic infall that otherwise would have accumulated about £1000 ppm abiotic organics (Biemann et al., 1977; McKay et al., 1998; ten Kate, 2010) .
#6-Reliability: The GEx, LR, and PR distinguished biogenic from abiotic responses by heating samples to 145-175°C for 3 h in at least one control. Some LR and PR incubations were also carried out at *50°C and 90°C, respectively. In addition, in the GEx, incubations of the same sample were repeated with fresh nutrient: a biological reaction would persist, whereas an abiotic one would decrease or cease (Oyama and Berdahl, 1977) . On Mars, as on Earth, the LR did not detect a response in heat-sterilized samples, and responses at 50°C were several-fold weaker than at 10°C (Levin and Straat, 1977) . However, the response was not suppressed in either the GEx (at 145°C) or PR controls (at 90°C, but 90% decrease at 175°C). O 2 release in the abiotic GEx control suggested an abiotic oxidizer stable at 145°C in the soil. The slower CO 2 emission was attributed to nutrient oxidation by another soil oxidizer reacting more slowly. The LR response was attributed to a third oxidant, able to partially oxidize the labeled organics, but destroyed partially at 50°C and fully by storage over months (Klein, 1978) .
These oxidants remain unidentified (Zent and McKay, 1994; McKay et al., 1998, and references therein; Quinn et al., 2013; Levin and Straat, 2016) . Among candidate species (Klein, 1978; Tsapin et al., 2002; Kounaves et al., 2014) , perchlorates (ClO 4 -) were detected by Phoenix (Hecht et al., 2009; Navarro-González and McKay, 2011 , and references therein) and MSL . The LR oxidant could not be perchlorate, stable at 160°C, but could be its irradiation products (Quinn et al., 2013) . None of these oxidants can explain PR responses strong at 10°C and 90°C but weak at 175°C, nor was any other plausible process identified (Klein, 1978) . Oxychlorides could react with organics to form the compounds detected by the GC-MS and CO 2 . The path of oxidation to CO 2 involves carboxylic acid intermediates, which form faster than they are oxidized and could accumulate as metastable carboxylate salts stable at 400-500°C, as hot as the Viking GC-MS could heat up (Benner et al., 2000) .
#7-Compatibility with life on Earth: experiments were performed in chambers at about 10°C and *0.1 bar, illuminated or in the dark. The nutrients added to martian soil comprised CO 2 and CO and aqueous solutions of racemic amino acids, chloride, sulfate, ammonium, nitrate, and other organic and inorganic salts, amines and carboxylic acids, and nucleobases that could be metabolized by diverse species on Earth (e.g., Ljungdahl and Wood, 1969) .
#8-Last-resort hypothesis: Although the Viking instruments targeted most Ladder features, the scarcity of detectable organics precluded the investigation of many (Table 5) . Potential pigments or biofabrics were not seen at the spatial and spectral resolution of the cameras (Klein, 1978) or by subsequent missions (although see Noffke, 2015) . Taken together, the Viking results did not convince a majority that they precluded an abiotic origin (Klein, 1978; McKay et al., 1996; Dick, 2006; ten Kate, 2010; Goetz et al., 2016 ; but see Levin, 2015) . The example decision framework of Section 4 would lead to the same conclusion (Rule K). Levin and Straat (2016, and references therein) interpreted the LR results alone as biological: freshly collected psychrophiles in the martian soil would quickly consume the supplied nutrients to release CO 2 , be partially inactivated at 50°C, and be killed both by storage at >10°C for months and heating at 160°C for 3 h. To lift the ambiguity, they proposed follow-on LR experiments with each enantiomer of chiral nutrients. With the decision framework of Section 4, a response to only one enantiomer would preclude an abiotic interpretation (Rule F), but responses to both enantiomers would allow it (Rule K).
Oldest microfossils
This example illustrates life detection initially based mainly on one line of evidence: morphologies. The prolonged debate on the biogenicity of these features has driven investigations of complementary Ladder features, advancing the standard of life detection. Schopf (1993) reported the detection of microorganisms indigenous to 3.5 billion-year-old rocks in Western Australia, based on optical microscopy of cell-like morphologies. These observations are challenged by the metamorphism that these rocks had undergone (#5) and possible subsequent contamination by Earth's ubiquitous biosphere (#2). The samples were found to be sedimentary, suggesting provenance from a habitable setting (#7). Cell-like features of various sizes, some in pairs (suggesting growth and reproduction) were seen Klein (1978) . b Schopf (1993) . c Sagan et al. (1993) . d McKay et al. (1996) . e Steele et al. (1998) . f Bada et al. (1998) . g Martel et al. (2012) . h Summons et al. (1999) . i French et al. (2015) . j Brocks et al. (2003a Brocks et al. ( , 2003b . k Priscu et al. (1999) . l Christner et al. (2001) . m Christner et al. (2006) . n Karl et al. (1999) . o Bulat et al. (2004) . p Formisano et al. (2004) , Krasnopolsky et al. (2004) , Mumma et al. (2009) . AFM = atomic force microscopy. GC-IRMS = gas chromatography-isotope ratio mass spectrometry. IC = ion chromatography. IRMS = isotope ratio mass spectrometry. OM = optical microscopy. in replicate samples capturing the heterogeneity of the rock formation (#3).
Carbon isotopic fractionations were consistent with metabolism such as photosynthesis, and the cell-like features were deemed composed of degraded organics, based at the time on color (Schopf and Kudryavtsev, 2012) . Organic compositions were later confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (Schopf et al., 2002; M.D. Brasier et al., 2002 M.D. Brasier et al., , 2015 with any contamination from immersion oil or pencil markings excluded (#2). Finally, major biological elements (CHNOPS) were detected in the organic matter (De Gregorio et al., 2009; Schopf and Kudryavtsev, 2012 , and references therein).
The biogenic interpretation was disputed (Brasier et al., 2002) . Increasing the field of view and depth of field revealed increased branching, filament diameter, and interspersed mineral grains appearing as septa or division. Such morphologies could be formed abiotically as mineral grain rims (#6). The provenance was reattributed to a hydrothermal vein based on stratigraphic, textural, and elemental scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) analyses at kilometer to micrometer scales (M.D. . Oxygen isotopes and the inferred presence of native metal suggested formation above 250°C, most likely too hot for life (#7; but see, e.g., Schrenk et al., 2003) . Hydrothermalism can drive abiotic organic synthesis with carbon isotopic abundances compatible with measurements (#6). The association of cell-like morphologies with primary minerals was also disputed, and organic distributions mapped by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) seem uncorrelated with cell-like features at the submicrometer scale (M.D. Brasier et al., 2015, and references therein) . The isotopic and Raman measurements alone were deemed insufficient to establish biogenicity.
Indeed, in the example decision framework of Section 4, morphologies and elemental, isotopic, and organic compositions consistent with biology are insufficient to preclude an abiotic origin (Rule K) without information on the structures or patterns of organics (Rules D-E). Information on functional groups was obtained (De Gregorio et al., 2009; Schopf and Kudryavtsev, 2012 , and references therein), but not in enough detail to determine whether structures enhance function or whether there are any patterns, as the samples were too degraded (#5).
Earth from Galileo
On its way to Jupiter, the Galileo spacecraft flew by and observed Earth, informing life detection by remote sensing. Its near-IR spectrometer detected abundant atmospheric O 2 via its absorption at 0.76 mm, CH 4 at 3.3 mm, CO 2 , H 2 O, and tentatively O 3 and N 2 O (Sagan et al., 1993) . Colocated oxidants (O 2 and CO 2 ) and reductants (CH 4 ) in thermodynamic disequilibrium were inconsistent with known abiotic sources and sinks such as photochemistry (#6). In an O 2 -rich atmosphere, the observed *1 ppm CH 4 would be oxidized to CO 2 and H 2 O within 10 years, needing fast replenishment to accumulate at the observed levels (#5; Sagan et al., 1993) . Had O 2 , a diatomic molecule, not been detected owing to its lack of significant vibrational absorption (#4), its presence could have been inferred from its photochemical product O 3 , detected more definitively by Galileo's UV spectrometer (Sagan et al., 1993) .
Abiotic carbon cycling by water-rock interactions was inferred: Earth's bulk density is consistent with a rocky composition, and surface solid and liquid H 2 O were detected by measuring thermal emission at 5 mm (temperature) and reflectance spectroscopy, including areas of low (liquid water) and high (ice, glint) albedo. These are conditions compatible with life (#7).
Galileo broadband images also showed a sharp contrast in reflectance near 700 mm (Sagan et al., 1993) . Such a contrast is incompatible with common silicate or metal materials, prompting consideration of a globally distributed biological pigment (here, chlorophyll) . This alone is sufficient evidence for rejecting abiotic interpretations, according to our example decision framework (Rule B). However, the biological interpretation was strengthened by the detection of atmospheric disequilibrium. Galileo's remote sensing instruments could not measure isotopic fractionations in Earth's atmosphere. A similar remote-sensing investigation of the Earth was performed with the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft (Lauretta et al., 2018) , leading to the same conclusions.
ALH84001
This example illustrates a very careful assessment of contamination in the investigation of several Ladder features. It also helped advance the standard of life detection: the combined evidence was deemed insufficient to preclude an abiotic interpretation, largely owing to a lack of organic features. McKay et al. (1996) reported evidence for several features consistent with life in the martian meteorite ALH84001. This rock crystallized 4.5 billion years ago and contains ancient carbonate globules (seen with SEM/TEM-EDS) and ‡1 ppm PAHs (detected by microprobe two-step laser mass spectrometry [mL 2 -MS]), both formed along fractures. Then, the surface of Mars likely provided conditions tolerable by life (#7). Meteorites with and without indigenous PAHs were used as positive (#1) and negative controls and blanks (#2; McKay et al., 1996) . These controls also helped establish that the meteorite mineralogy was indigenous to Mars.
Cell-like morphologies: The Mg-Fe-carbonate globules were deemed to have formed on Mars: they underwent shock faulting that could not have happened once on Earth. The carbon (d 13 C = +42&) and oxygen isotopic fractionations exclude terran contamination (#2), even though ALH84001 was found *13,000 years after its fall in Antarctica. The globules' flattened morphologies, reminiscent of cells (Martel et al., 2012) , suggested formation within fractures. Central textures in the globules were found consistent with biogenic calcium carbonate on Earth, but also with partial dissolution. The temperature of formation was inconsistently found to be 0-80°C from C and O isotopic compositions but above 650°C based on the cation composition and lack of hydrated minerals . It is still debated (Steele et al., 2007; Martel et al., 2012, and references therein) .
Complex organics: The PAHs (>150 to several hundred amu) include purely aromatic molecules and aromatics with alkyl chains. The PAH distribution was interpreted as possibly resulting from early degradation of biomolecules , but also with abiotic hydrothermalism (#6) on Mars or in Mars impactors (Anders et al., 1996; Becker et al., 1997; Steele et al., 2007) , or even as interstellar matter infall (Martel et al., 2012 , and references therein).
Terran contamination was estimated at only sub-part-perbillion levels, and to consist of compounds containing more alkyl chains and heteroatoms than observed. Furthermore, the concentration of PAHs increased with increasing depth, and was below detection in ALH84001's fusion crust, consistently with volatilization upon atmospheric entry (#2).
Isotopic fractionations: Unlike in the carbonate globules, the PAH carbon is isotopically light and consistent with all interpretations (Becker et al., 1997, and references therein; Allen et al., 2006) .
Colocated oxidant and reductant: Carbonates were associated with indigenous sulfide, possibly greigite (Fe 3 S 4 ), colocated with a more oxidized form of iron, magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ). However, it was objected that these minerals can coprecipitate abiotically at high pH (Anders et al., 1996; McKay et al., 1996) . Both, especially magnetite particles, were found morphologically similar to biogenic minerals , but not convincingly (Anders et al., 1996; Martel et al., 2012 , and references therein): for example, magnetite particles, which are used in biological magnetic sensing, feature in only a small subset of the tree of life (Nealson and Cox, 2002) . Sulfur was not found to be fractionated differently than in other meteorites; meteorite S fractionations are within the broader ranges of biogenic S on Earth (Anders et al., 1996) .
The evidence for these features being contamination-free (#2) was generally found convincing (Anders et al., 1996; Steele et al., 2007, and references therein; Martel et al., 2012 ; but see Becker et al. 1997) . McKay et al. (1996) interpreted the overall evidence as biogenic but acknowledged that each observation could have an abiotic interpretation (#6). Many others favored an abiotic origin for each feature (#8; Anders et al., 1996; Becker et al., 1997; García Ruiz et al., 2002; Steele et al., 2007, and references therein; Martel et al., 2012) . Rule K would lead to the same conclusion. As stated by Becker et al. (1997) , a biogenic interpretation would require additional evidence, for example for specific organic structures enhancing function such as chirality in amino acids (Rule D). ALH84001 contained amino acids detected by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Bada et al., 1998) , but these were terran contamination, which occurred even in martian meteorites recovered quickly after their fall (Glavin et al., 1999) .
Archean lipid biomarkers
Beyond the interpretation of combined evidence for biological features, this case illustrates the management of contamination control in life detection (#2). It is therefore informative for future sample return (Section 6).
Specific hopanes and steranes, the degradation products of cellular membrane lipids (hopanoids and sterols), seem to originate respectively mainly from cyanobacteria, which are prime oxygenic phototrophs in the history of life on Earth , and by eukaryotes, which require molecular oxygen (Brocks et al., 1999 (Brocks et al., , 2003b . These complex compounds have no obvious abiotic source (#6). They are relatively metastable (#5) and can be biomarkers for these organisms where morphologies are too degraded. This can allow quantification of the importance of cyanobacteria and eukaryotes through geological time, related to changes in atmospheric oxygen (Brocks et al., 2003b; French et al., 2015) . Hopane and sterane detections meeting criteria #1, 3, 4, and 7
suggested that oxygenic cyanobacteria and eukaryotes may have arisen in the Archean, much earlier than previously thought (Brocks et al., 1999 (Brocks et al., , 2003b Summons et al., 1999) .
Lipid biomarkers are usually sought in natural samples that undergo lipid extraction, derivatization, and analysis by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. Biomarker studies have to establish that the biomarkers were syngenetic with their enclosing rock (not only indigenous to the rock but that they co-originated with it) based on several requirements (Brocks et al., 1999 (Brocks et al., , 2003a Summons et al., 1999) . The rocks had to have experienced only slight metamorphism (£150°C) so lipid biomarkers would be preserved (#5). They had to host abundant kerogen (<1-1000 ppm) associated with those lipids as evidence of the rest of now-degraded biomass. This association had to be strengthened by isotopic analyses of carbon in the kerogen and lipids. Ensuring a lack of contamination from younger sources (#2) required sampling rocks far (>100 km) from younger oil-prone rocks, and with biomarker contents that did not decrease from the outside in.
Among these requirements, the isotopic evidence yielded conflicting results (Brocks et al., 1999 (Brocks et al., , 2003b . Carbon from extracted biomarkers was isotopically heavier (d 13 C & -27&) than surrounding kerogen (-39&) in older Archean rocks, but typically 1-3& lighter than kerogen in younger Proterozoic rocks. Two explanations were proposed. The d 13 C of kerogen may have increased over time, owing to a decrease in the contribution to kerogen from methanotrophs (d 13 C & -80&) relative to the phototrophs that sourced the biomarkers (d 13 C & -26&; Brocks et al., 1999 Brocks et al., , 2003b . Alternatively, biomarkers heavier than indigenous kerogen were contaminants, implanted either naturally or during sampling, storage, or analysis (#2).
Extreme care was taken to prevent such contamination (Brocks et al., 1999 (Brocks et al., , 2003a (Brocks et al., , 2003b , which had plagued similar studies in the 1960s (Brocks et al., 2003a, and references therein) . The samples were separated from younger rocks by tens of kilometers of impermeable rock. Lipid contents scaled with less mobile kerogen abundances even among closely separated samples, supporting an indigenous origin. Measurement of non-hopane/sterane lipids typical of younger life (e.g., plants) helped assess any natural contamination. Sampling was as clean as possible but required the use of lipidbearing materials (drilling oil, diesel). Samples underwent multiple dichloromethane solvent rinses analyzed by chromatography; only those with clean rinses were broken open for extraction of interior material. To reduce cross-contamination, samples were processed in order of increasing kerogen content and occasionally interspersed with procedural blanks.
Despite these measures, in situ microscale isotopic measurements with nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (NanoSIMS), bypassing the need for extraction and derivatization, yielded equally low d 13 C values for both Archean kerogen and biomarkers but showed that oil in younger veins had higher d 13 C, favoring the interpretation of natural or human contamination (Rasmussen et al., 2008) . Moreover, measured hopane and sterane abundances increased outward in core samples (Brocks, 2011) . Contamination was confirmed by analyses of cores collected with hydrocarbonclean protocols, in which hopanes and steranes were either not detected or found below blank and negative control levels, even though those rocks bore indigenous kerogen (French et al., 2015) . Thus, contamination was attributed to sample collection methods, invalidating previous evidence for oxygenic cyanobacteria and eukaryotes in the Archean (e.g., Brocks et al., 1999 Brocks et al., , 2003b Summons et al., 1999) .
Lake Vostok accretion ice
This is an example of successful life detection in a setting analogous to subsurface liquid water on icy worlds. DNA was detected, compellingly indicating biology (Rule C). Had this Earth-centric feature not been found, life would have still been detected by the combination of cell-like morphologies and HPLC analyses to find homochirality in amino acids (Rule D). Contamination control and assessments convincingly suggested that this biology is indigenous.
Subglacial Lake Vostok in Antarctica, discovered in the mid-1970s by airborne surveys, lies below *4 km of water ice. It may have been isolated from surface input for *0.5-15 million years (Kapitsa et al., 1996; Petit et al., 1999; Siegert et al., 2003) , although it likely receives input from glacial flow (Christner et al., 2001) . Most overlying ice was deposited by atmospheric precipitation, but the lower 200 m is accretion ice resulting from decompression freezing of lake water (Karl et al., 1999; Christner et al., 2006, and references therein) . Microorganisms were detected in the accretion ice (Abyzov et al., 1998; Karl et al., 1999; Priscu et al., 1999) and inferred to be indigenous to the lake. At the time, the lake itself was not sampled to avoid opening a path of exchange with the rest of Earth's biosphere (Christner et al., 2001 (Christner et al., , 2006 .
The drilling procedures did not control for chemical and biological contamination of the ice core samples (Karl et al., 1999) . However, stringent measures were taken to remove surficial contamination and avoid further contamination in the laboratory (#2). Exterior surfaces were decontaminated by controlled melting and rinsing with extremely pure water (Karl et al., 1999; Christner et al., 2001 Christner et al., , 2006 Bulat et al., 2004) . Rinse water and drilling fluid were analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (Christner et al., 2006) or sequencing (Bulat et al., 2004) . Beyond clean laboratory procedures, the laboratories used by Priscu et al. (1999) and Bulat et al. (2004) had never been used to grow or process biological samples. Negative and positive controls were used and replicate analyses performed (#1-3; Priscu et al., 1999; Christner et al., 2001 Christner et al., , 2006 . Christner et al. (2006) spiked analyzed cores with chemical and biological markers to assess laboratory contamination.
Cell morphologies were observed at levels down to <10 3 cells mL -1 (#1) by optical (using DNA stains), SEM-EDS, and flow cytometry; staining unambiguously detected life (#8; Rule C). Biomarkers were measured by antibody-based assays: lipopolysaccharides were detected, but ATP was below detection limit (#1), consistently with low concentrations expected from cell and lipopolysaccharide abundances (Karl et al., 1999) . Amino acid contents, measured with HPLC, scaled with organic carbon abundances (Christner et al., 2006) . Labeled nutrient addition showed active metabolism in some core samples (Karl et al., 1999; Christner et al., 2006) , but not all (Priscu et al., 1999) . Ion chromatography and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry analyses provided further insight into possible metabolic pathways. Cells were later cultured (Christner et al., 2001) .
DNA extracted and amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and analyzed by terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) revealed a low genetic diversity (Priscu et al., 1999; Christner et al., 2006) . The 16S rRNA gene of isolated bacterial colonies was also sequenced (Christner et al., 2001) . Of the phylotypes identified, one was found not to exist on any material used in sampling and analysis, placing a conservative lower limit on indigenous life (Bulat et al., 2004) .
Methane on Mars
While not a direct attempt to detect life, the search for methane in the martian atmosphere informs remote sensing of exoplanet atmospheres for potentially biogenic gases. On Mars, sources of methane could be either abiotic (e.g., geothermal, geochemical, exogenic) or biogenic (#6; Formisano et al., 2004; Atreya et al., 2007; Webster et al., 2015; Oehler and Etiope, 2017) .
Methane gas at <5-30 ppb levels was reported in near-IR spectra of Mars acquired either from the ground (Krasnopolsky et al., 2004; Mumma et al., 2009) or martian orbit (Formisano et al., 2004) . The observation of Krasnopolsky et al. (2004) was not repeated because the instrument was decommissioned, but Mumma et al. (2009) performed many such observations over several martian years with several telescopes (#3).
Contamination from solar, martian, and terran spectral features was mitigated (#2). To untangle martian from terran methane absorption in ground-based spectra, Mars was observed when its spectral features were Doppler-shifted relative to Earth's. Martian methane absorption still had to be searched as tiny overprints over Earth's much stronger methane and water features (Krasnopolsky et al., 2004; Mumma et al., 2009) . Because these observations were subject to contamination (#2), near limits of detection (#1), and perhaps even inconsistent with what is known of the workings of Mars (#4), doubt was cast on these detections (e.g., Zahnle et al., 2011) .
Additional detections were reported; some contradicting others (Webster et al., 2015 , and references therein). Among these, methane was detected from Mars' surface at sub-part-per-billion mean levels interspersed with episodic part-per-billion-level measurements. Contamination by the MSL rover was ruled out (Webster et al., 2015) but debated (Zahnle, 2015) .
Methane on Mars is thought to be lost by photochemistry in *300 years. The source rate yielding 10 ppb of methane at steady state (#5) was found achievable by abiotic geological processes (Oehler and Etiope, 2017) or a methanogenic biomass much lower than measurable by the Viking GC-MS (Biemann et al., 1977; Krasnopolsky et al., 2004) , but not by exogenic input (Formisano et al., 2004; Krasnopolsky et al., 2004; Atreya et al., 2007) . Methane should be globally mixed in <1 year (Krasnopolsky et al., 2004) . Therefore, observed abundance variations (Formisano et al., 2004; Mumma et al., 2009; Webster et al., 2015) were attributed to seasonal changes and spatially discrete sources or sinks above photochemical destruction. Sinks could include abiotic oxidation by the regolith (Section 5.1; Mumma et al., 2009) .
The debate on detecting and interpreting methane on Mars illustrates the difficulty of remote life detection in and beyond the Solar System (Seager and Bains, 2015) . The knowledge of abiotic sources and sinks remains incomplete even for methane on Earth (Bradley, 2016; McCollom, 2016) . These may be distinguished from biology by measuring isotopes (Krasnopolsky et al., 2004; Young et al., 2017) and abundance patterns among hydrocarbon gases (Allen et al., 2006) . However, in our example decision framework, these additional lines of evidence do not eliminate all abiotic hypotheses (Rule J). It may be that life is remotely detectable only through spectral evidence for pigments (Rule B), strengthened by isotopic and compositional measurements and, perhaps, observations of organic compounds such as PAHs. For methane on Mars, the next insights may come from the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (Korablev et al., 2015; Vandaele et al., 2015) .
Application to Future Attempts at Life Detection
Mars, icy moons, and several exoplanets are targeted by life-detection mission concepts under study. Having learned from past attempts, all would involve instruments to detect several Ladder features. The most optimistic scenarios (all detectable features would be seen) are shown in Table 6 . The life-detection result according to the example decision framework of Section 4 is shown in the bottom row: in this framework, most missions could indeed exclude abiotic interpretations and detect life.
The ExoMars rover (Goesmann et al., 2017) could do so if its Mars Organic Molecule Analyzer (MOMA) GC-MS Outcomes most indicative of life given a planned payload are indicated. Any sample return would have access to the entire suite of techniques used in previous life-detection investigations (Section 5). a Goetz et al. (2016) , Goesmann et al. (2017) . b Hand et al. (2017) . c Lunine et al. (2015) , Reh et al. (2016) . d Spencer and Niebur (2010) . e Except perhaps for organic compounds such as PAHs.
detects both large enantiomeric excesses and patterns in the distribution of organics (Rule H) or if the MicrOmega imager sees spectral evidence for complex pigments (Rule B). The latter case is unlikely given current orbital and surface evidence. However, the former features could be detected in drilled subsurface samples, where organics would be less subject to oxidation than at the surface. The lander of the Titan Saturn System Mission concept (Spencer and Niebur, 2010) could have the same capabilities (save for drilling and a micro-imager), leading to similar scenarios.
The Europa lander studied by Hand et al. (2017) could have the added ability, with a microscope instrument, to detect cell-like morphologies down to a level of 100 cells cm -3 , 0.2 mm in size. This could allow two additional lifedetection scenarios: cell-like morphologies seen at different growth or reproductive stages with the strawman microscope, together with large enantiomeric excesses (Rule D) and/or with patterns among organics (Rule E) detected with the planned separation-mass spectrometer instrument.
A mission sampling the plume of Enceladus during flythroughs, such as the proposed Enceladus Life Finder (Lunine et al., 2015; Reh et al., 2016) , could rely on mass spectrometry without a separation capability or microscope. This could enable quantification of isotopes, simple and complex organics, and patterns among them. Without information on chirality or morphology, these measurements may not suffice to preclude complex abiotic (prebiotic) chemistry (Rule J). One could envision situations in which it might, such as the detection of extreme disequilibrium or very complex molecules. Both lend themselves to more quantitative analysis than captured in our simplistic decision framework, emphasizing the needs to quantify probabilities of the validity of abiotic null hypotheses for each measurement and to define thresholds for their rejection.
Regarding remote life detection on an exoplanet, the strongest evidence (assuming this life is not intelligent) could come from a globally distributed pigment with a unique spectral signature that cannot be confused with other materials (Rule B). As with Earth (Section 5.3), this would likely require acquiring spatially resolved reflectance spectra, a feat which remains many decades away (Schneider et al., 2010) . More likely, detailed atmospheric compositions would be measured, perhaps even isotopic chemistry, which would require spectra of very high sensitivity and resolution. These could be interpreted more quantitatively with a measure of disequilibrium from an abiotic background (Krissansen-Totton et al., 2018) . As stated by Seager and Bains (2015) , ''We must accept that with remote observations, our inference of the existence of life on another world will be probabilistic, an estimate of our confidence that life is the only reasonable explanation of the atmospheric chemistry of an exoplanet.'' In other words, it will be challenging to accumulate sufficient observational data to bring the probability of the null hypothesis below the rejection threshold.
Finally, sample return from Mars, an icy moon, or other Solar System locales could provide access to the entire suite of Ladder features, aside perhaps from Darwinian evolution. This could lead to any of seven scenarios of life detection (Rules B through H). Analyses of Lake Vostok ice have shown that life can be detected in this way (Section 5.6). Successful analysis of Earth-specific nucleic acids did not make analyses of structures and patterns among organics necessary, but such analyses, combined with cell-like morphologies, would have also led to life detection.
Sample return analyses could be especially prone to contamination by Earth's ubiquitous biosphere. Mitigation strategies were assessed for Mars 2020 (Summons et al., 2014) . Recommendations included using numerous blanks (e.g., witness plates carried through every incremental stage of mission development and operations) and standards. They also included building databases of chemical compounds and organisms akin to those used in previous life-detection investigations (Bulat et al., 2004; Summons et al., 2014) , which boosted confidence in the past that indigenous material had been detected (Bulat et al., 2004; Freissinet et al., 2015) .
Conclusions
The past 20 years have seen renewed vigor in the exploration of our solar system, an explosion in exoplanet discoveries, and tremendous progress in understanding life in its planetary context. This has made it possible to formulate the first life-detection mission concepts since Viking. To aid in mission planning, the Ladder of Life Detection synthesizes our current knowledge of life, the methods available to detect it, and lessons learned from past attempts.
Our example decision framework suggests a possible use of the Ladder to discuss which combinations of evidence might preclude any abiotic interpretation, the community standard for life detection. This basic framework must be improved by explicitly quantifying probabilistic values for the likelihood that a set of measurements cannot be ascribed to contamination or abiotic processes in realistic scenarios, rather than simply assuming the binary result that this probability is above or below a rejection threshold. Simple as it is, this version is an accurate lens through which to examine past attempts at detecting life. It also suggests that ongoing development in instrumentation, mission formulation, and contamination and planetary protection measures could indeed enable the detection of life, if present. Past experience suggests that these renewed attempts will greatly improve our knowledge of life as a cosmic phenomenon.
